
Connecting Worlds: CIDEON  
3DX xPDM – SAP Interface
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Minimal User Interaction

Data exchange should be automatic, in the background 
(asynchronous), based on predefined events for the re-
spective system. This prevents errors due to manual user 
input and simultaneously reduces user intervention.  
A positive side effect: training costs are also reduced 
since users no longer need training on both systems.

Custom Off-the-Shelf

A best-practice example is the accelerated implemen-
tation of the 3DX–SAP integration using out-of-the-box 
(OOTB) usage scenarios. The integration is customized 
for the business processes, mainly by configuration. 
Preconfigured and industry-proven integration scenarios 
reduce the overheads of performance and requirement 
specifications, as well as implementation. Such an 
approach is generally recommended, since hard coded 
customization costs could quickly exceed the cost of the 
standard software several times over. Also, the imple-
mentation risk is reduced since users can evaluate 
OOTB scenarios early on in the project.

CIDEON 3DX xPDM – SAP INTERFACE

Increasing Requirements due to Global  
Product and Process Development, Systems Engineering and Industry 4.0

Challenges

In designing the product structure and the development 
bill of materials, manufacturing companies must also con-
sider global requirements such as reusing components 
in platform concepts or using plant- and country-specific 
similar and alternative components. Additionally, com-
panies must increasingly be able to create and maintain 
variant bills of materials in 3DX, and to transfer custom-
er-configured bills of materials for manufacturing into SAP.

CIDEON

CIDEON advises and supports companies 
in implementing innovations, streamlining 
engineering processes and, hence, increas-
ing their efficiency, customer value and 
shareholder value. The various areas within 
the engineering department, as well as the 
management and maintenance of product 
data through to integration into the ERP 
system, are considered in the process.

CIDEON is one of two Autodesk Platinum 
Partners in the German-speaking region,  
a PROCAD partner, an SAP SE develop-
ment partner and a Dassault Systèmes 
software partner.

With about 300 employees on 16 sites in 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the USA, 
CIDEON is a member of the Friedhelm LOH 
Group and lays claim to its mechanical and 
mechatronic competences, as well as ERP/
PLM integration and engineering exper-
tise, with the slogan “CIDEON – efficient 
engineering”.

CIDEON – efficient engineering. 

Innovative companies must have the  

ability to exchange data between 3DX and 

SAP readily, selectively and bidirectionally.

Best Practice

Variable Data Sovereignty

Error-free, bidirectional data exchange between the 
involved areas and systems is a prerequisite for the  
reciprocal provision of real-time data. Whether data 
sovereignty is incumbent on PLM or ERP is irrelevant. 
Practice shows that responsibility for the data in the 
course of its life cycle – sometimes only at the attribute 
level – varies. Therefore, in the case of variable data 
sovereignty, a company must be able to control data 
exchange subject to life-cycle status. 

Implementing OOTB solutions using agile methods leads 
to quicker achievement of project objectives with better 
results than in integration projects where tool-based solu-
tions are implemented using the conventional waterfall 
method. Should the required customization be configured 
through a graphical user interface, there would be nothing 
to prevent effective data and process integration.

OOTB vs. Project / Custom Solution

Implementing OOTB solutions based on a flexible framework  
reduces the required investment, the implementation phase  
(time to market) and the project risk.

Investment €

Time
Time-to-Market

Invest
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partner system also controls the underlying processes. 
CIDEON provides a graphical mapping editor for this 
purpose. Both object attributes and life-cycle and / or  
maturity-level attributes can be used to control the syn-
chronization. Thus, the company can easily comply with 
the master data policy, resulting in consistent, reliable 
data and streamlined processes.

Low System Load – High Transparency

Specific attributes can be synchronized, resulting in  
the transfer of a minimal amount of data per synchroniza-
tion. Thus, 3DX xPDM – SAP Integration only generates  
a low system load, ensuring high performance and lesser 
IT resource utilization. Due to the asynchronous data 
exchange, the integration process for CAD, 3DX and SAP 
users is completely transparent.

Everything under Control: Job Monitor

No matter how smart, no system can guarantee 100 per-
cent availability of the integrated 3DX and SAP systems. 
Hence, CIDEON provides a job monitor that reports on 
the status of the data exchange at all times. In order to 
achieve a high level of fault tolerance, the CSS has mech-
anisms that trigger a delayed and automatic synchroniza-
tion, e.g., when a source or target system is not available, 
or one of the affected objects is locked. Should the failure 
still not be resolved after a defined number of synchroni-
zation attempts, a system administrator will be automati-
cally notified by email.

The convenient administration tools and high fault tol-
erance consequently enable fast troubleshooting, high 
availability and, thus, minimal disruptions to business 
processes.

Modern Process Solution

Scalability, flexibility and an open architecture ensure 
that the integration can be easily adapted to new busi-
ness requirements. This is achieved through the system 
setup graphical user interface, attribute mapping and 
policy creation. Alternatively, the modern, flexible web 
services architecture ensures quick adaptation to volatile 
business processes.

Integrated Process Chain,  
Bidirectional Data Flow,  
Maximum Performance

100 percent  
Standardized

The interface between design and manu-
facturing is 100 percent standardized and 
automated. The result is reduced overheads 
for the creation, modification and verifica-
tion of the master data. Duplicate entries in 
the CAx/3DX system and SAP are avoided, 
dramatically reducing the possibility of error.

Since users do not have to wait for results, 
unlike in the case of synchronous data 
exchange, further benefits are achieved: a 
shorter lead time and, consequently, high 
user acceptance of the integration solution.

However, should a company’s workflow 
require synchronous data exchange, as in 
the case of an online query for a material 
number, this can also be set up with the 
CIDEON Synchronization Server.

In addition to synchronizing the metadata, CIDEON 
enables the transfer to SAP of the relevant content files in 
their original format by means of the CIDEON Conversion 
Engine. Should defined neutral formats from the source 
system not be available, the CIDEON Conversion Engine 
can efficiently create them as needed. This enables the 
company to provide all employees in manufacturing with 
the information necessary for smooth manufacturing and 
service processes.
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3DX xPDM – SAP Integration

CIDEON Software’s 3DX xPDM – SAP Integration is a 
smart and practical solution for data exchange between 
3DX and SAP. The CIDEON Synchronization Server (CSS) 
is the core component: policies governing bidirectional 
data mapping between 3DX and SAP objects are config-
ured in the CSS. Consequently, the mapped data in the 
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Usage Scenarios

The CIDEON 3DX xPDM – SAP Integration solution sup-
ports the most important industrial usage scenarios out 
of the box. Other project-specific scenarios, with a focus 
on the optimal achievement of defined project objectives, 
may be implemented.

Prerequisites

CIDEON 3DX xPDM – SAP Interface is a partner product 
of Dassault Systèmes (www.3dx-sap.com) and requires 
the following versions:

 SAP ECC 6.0 and above

 3DEXPERIENCE platform R2014x, R2015x and R2016x

Implementation

Ultimately, the utility value of a standard software solu-
tion depends on its implementation. CIDEON consultants 
always consider the four factors personnel, information, 
process and technology during implementation. The agile 
model is the proven process model for CIDEON 3DX 
xPDM – SAP Integration.

1. Installation of an OOTB prototype

2. Gap analysis during workshops with the employees 
involved, moderated by CIDEON

3. Specification of the configuration and, where necessary, 
of components beyond the OOTB default components

4. Configuration and, where necessary, implementation of 
additional components

5. Testing by the employees involved; possible modifica-
tions

6. Commissioning

User-Friendly, 
Field Tested, 
Future Proofed

CIDEON 3DX xPDM – SAP Integration 
Core Features

 Fully automated data and process synchronization  
between the 3DEXPERIENCE platform and SAP,  
mapping of 3DX data in SAP, and the mapping of  
SAP data in 3DX

 Support for change objects (ECR, ECO etc.)

 Highly flexible and extensible mapping policies for  
the synchronization of systems

 Event-driven, status- and parameter-dependent transfer

 Filtering mechanisms to filter out unnecessary objects 
and data

 Scalability and excellent performance, even with heavy 
data traffic

 Traceability due to detailed logging of the synchroniza-
tion

 Comprehensive administration tools for easy configura-
tion and monitoring

 Content transfer and creation by means of the CIDEON 
Conversion Engine

 User-friendly and very easy to learn

 Customizable and extensible

Bidirectional data mapping

100 percent  

standardized interface

High performance and  

less IT resources

Shorter lead times

Consistent, reliable data and 

streamlined processes

Optimized collaboration  

throughout the process chain

Out-of-the-box use for  

accelerated implementation



We would be pleased to advise you!

OLIVER GIEBEL 
Head of International Sales
Phone +49(0)89 909003-279
oliver.giebel@cideon.com 

MICHAEL NIKEL 
International Sales
Phone +49(0)171 3043330 
michael.nikel@cideon.com

NITIN TAWARI
International Sales
Phone +49(0)711 440901-18
nitin.tawari@cideon.com

JENNIFER MOORE
Head of Sales, Americas
Phone +1 484 532-7800 22
jennifer.moore@cideon.com

 Process Consulting
 Engineering Software
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 Global Support
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CIDEON Software GmbH & Co. KG

Peterstraße 1
02826 Görlitz / Germany
Phone +49(0)3581 3878-0
Fax +49(0)3581 3878-19
info@cideon-software.com
www.cideon-software.com

CIDEON America

161 Washington St · Suite 420
Conshohocken · PA 19428
Phone +1 484 532-7800
Fax +1 484 532-7802
info@cideon-america.com
www.cideon-america.com

CIDEON Systems GmbH & Co. KG

Lochhamer Schlag 21 
82166 Gräfelfing / Germany
Phone +49(0)89 909003-0 
Fax +49(0)89 909003-250
info@cideon-systems.com 
www.cideon-systems.de

CIDEON – efficient engineering.


